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eBay Photos That Sell: Taking Great Product Shots for eBay and BeyondSybex, 2004
"I've been an admirer of Dan Gookin since he wrote DOS For Dummies     and spawned the For Dummies phenomenon. He takes things to a new level     with this amazing and much needed book on practical product photography. Use his     advice and you'll simply make more money. Highly     recommended."
     —John C....
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Invasion of Privacy!  Big Brother and the Company HackersCourse Technology PTR, 2003
Pop-up ads, cookies, spyware, spam, junk mail, telemarketing calls. Rapidly evolving technology has made you a target and your personal information a desirable commodity. Your profile is out there and it’s available not just to the highest bidder, but to every bidder. Technology, advertising, the media, and government have converged to...
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Macromedia Fireworks MX 2004 Fast & Easy Web DevelopmentCourse Technology PTR, 2003
Fireworks MX 2004 from Macromedia sets the standard for Web graphic development packages. With its companion products—Flash and Dreamweaver—any user can develop robust and attractive Web graphics and pages. The latest version, Fireworks MX 2004, packs in even more tools that will appeal to beginners and experienced Web authors.
...
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The Art of Computer Game DesignMcGraw-Hill, 1984
The central premise of this book is that computer games constitute a new and as yet poorly developed art form that holds great promise for both designers and players.

This premise may seem laughable or flippant. How could anybody classify the likes of SPACE INVADERS and PAC MAN as art? How can TEMPEST or MISSILE COMMAND compare with...
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Dreamweaver MX 2004 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
If you’re one of the 2.4 million Web professionals who rely on Dreamweaver to create active, database-driven Web sites–or if you want to be–here’s the only reference manual you need. From step-by-step instruction in Dreamweaver MX 2004 basics, like the updated interface and integration with...
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The Children of Now: Crystalline Children, Indigo Children, Star Kids, Angels on Earth, and the Phenomenon of Transitional ChildrenNew Page Books, 2006
"The Children of Now is powerful and profound while at the   same time quite practical. This should be required reading for anyone who   works with children and everyone who has children."
  --Lynn Andrews author of 19 books including The New York Times best-sellers   Medicine Woman and Jaguar Woman    

"The Children...
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Learning PHP, MySQL, and JavaScript: A Step-by-Step Guide to Creating Dynamic Websites (Animal Guide)O'Reilly, 2009
If you know HTML, this guide will have you building interactive websites quickly. You'll learn how to create responsive, data-driven websites with PHP, MySQL, and JavaScript, regardless of whether you already know how to program. Discover how the powerful combination of PHP and MySQL provides an easy way to build modern websites complete with...
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When Do Fish Sleep? : An Imponderables Book (Imponderables Books)Collins, 2005
Ponder, if you will ...

 Why are tennis balls fuzzy? 
 How come birds don't tip over when they sleep on telephone wires?
 What makes yawning contagious?
 Why, oh why, do roosters have to crow so early in the morning?

Pop-culture guru David Feldman demystifies these topics and so much more in When Do Fish...
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Drupal 7 Mobile Web Development Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	It's not an overstatement to say that handhelds have changed the world. What was, just 10

	years ago, simply a phone is now the center of your online life and, for many users, their

	primary Internet device. The power of the smart phone is shaking up the world from Main

	Street and Wall Street to Pennsylvania Avenue and Downing...
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Fireworks MX BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
"Joseph Lowery and Derren Whiteman provide details and examples essential for the Web graphics professional."
     —David Morris, Fireworks Product Manager, Macromedia
	Create traffic-stopping vector or bitmap Web graphics and animations
	Build eye-catching effects using layers, rollovers, frames, and...
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The Definitive Guide to Java Swing, Third EditionApress, 2005

	Fully updated for the 1.5 edition of the Java 2 Platform, the third edition of this praised book is a one-stop resource for serious Java developers. This book shows you the parts of Java Swing API that you will use daily to create graphical user interfaces (GUI). You will also learn about the Model-View-Controller architecture that lies...
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JavaScript & jQuery: The Missing Manual (Missing Manuals)O'Reilly, 2014

	
		JavaScript lets you supercharge your HTML with animation, interactivity, and visual effects—but many web designers find the language hard to learn. This easy-to-read guide not only covers JavaScript basics, but also shows you how to save time and effort with the jQuery and jQuery UI libraries of prewritten JavaScript code....
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